
2007年专 参四 考答案

PART I  DICTATION

Advertising

Advertising has already become a specialized activity in modern times. /In today’s business 

world, supply is usually greater than demand. /There is great competition between manufactures 

of the same kind of product /because they want to persuade customers to buy their particular brand. 

/They always have to remind their customers/ of the name and qualities of their products by 

advertising. /The manufacture advertises in newspapers and on the radio. /He sometimes employs 

sales girls to distribute samples of their products./ He sometimes advertises on the Internet as well. 

/In addition, he always has advertisements put into television programs that will accept them. 

/Manufactures often spend huge sums of money on advertisements. /We buy a particular product 

because we think that is the best. /We usually think so because the advertisements say so. /People 

often don’t ask themselves if the advertisements are telling the truth/ when they buy advertised 

products from shops.

PART II  LISTENING COMPREHENTION
1-5 BDACA 6-10 DBCAC 11-15 CABAC 16-20 BCBDA 21-25 BDCAC

26-30 ABACB

PART III  CLOZE
31-35 CADBA 36-40 CBDAC 41-45 BBDAA 46-50 CBADC

PART IV  GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY
51-55 CBDAB 56-60 DCBAC 61-65 BBDBC 66-70 CABDB 71-75 ABDCA

76-80 DCBCA

PART V  READING COMPREHENTION
Text A Text B Text C Text D

81-83 CAD 84-88 CADBD 89-94 BACCAC 95-100 AABCC

PART VI  WRITING
SECTION A

Is It Wise to Make Friends Online?

Internet, as one of the most important inventions of the twentieth century, has greatly 

changed our life. Nowadays, more and more young people have many friends online, which, as far 

as I am concerned, has more benefits than negative efforts. 

Firstly, Internet enlarges our circle of friends considerably. No other ways of communication 

enable us to makes friends all around the world as easily as Internet does. As long as we can speak 

English or other foreign languages, we are able to chat with Americans, Japanese as well as 

European people, and therefore, to broaden our views by exposing ourselves to various cultures 

and experiences. Apart from that, we tend to be more honest and straightforward when we make 

online friends than in real life. Since in the cyberspace, we cannot see others’ faces, we do not 

have to worry about the negative results brought by direct communication. For instance, we are 

free to air our opinions on some sensitive issues of the society, and share our little secrets with our 

online friends with ease. In this way, online friendship gives rise to more openness and less stress 



or pressure at the same time.

While many people argue that making friends online is not stable or even dangerous, I posit 

that embracing this technological innovation by becoming a true netizen is definitely a wise 

choice.

SECTION B
April 22, 2007

Dear Jimmy,

Thank you so much for inviting me to join the swimming club. I’d like to but I’m afraid I cannot. 

To learn tennis has long been my dream and the best tennis teacher will be leaving next year. So 

this is the last chance for me and I would like very much to seize it.

Best wishes.

Yours,

Tom


